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15th of February 2017, Männiku Forest Cottage, Estonia 



  

EUdigiTAC Workshop no II & III content:

Introduction by Ave Matsin: Why? What? Who?

Ado Lintrop: Anthropological fieldwork – how to document tactic knowledge?

Anu Pink: Tutorial videos – how to and what to keep in mind

Liisi Mölder: What to keep in mind when making promotional videos

Maido Selgmäe: storyboards and the planning for moviemaking!

Approximately 30 participants. Dividing into groups, discussing preliminary 
ideas for filmmaking.
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Mindmap of Ado Lintrop-s presentation: how to document tactic knowledge?



  

Participants at the workshop II, photo by Helen Kästik



  
Mindmap of Anu Pink-s presentation about making tutorial videos



  

What are the qualities that a good tutorial video contains?



  

At the workshop no II, photo by Helen Kästik



  

Liisi Mölder: The beginning of the video is the most crucial for catching
the attention of the viewer!



  
Videographer Liisi Mölder lecturing at the workshop no III, photo by Helen Kästik 



  

Maido Selgmäe – looking through a camera is not filming!



  

Maido Selgmäe’s advice for filming:

Keep in mind the three different angles for filming: 
1. long shot filming
- for describing the environment where the scene takes place
- emotional colouring (e.g. rain)
- not to be used when describing details or action!
2. medium shot filming
- for describing action
3. close-up
- for naming objects
- detailed view

For lightning – minimally 3 different lamps: one lamp to the left of 
the object (creates shadows, three-dimensionality), if the camera is on the 
right; in front of the object stands a diffused light and the third is 
counter-light from the behind.
Always try to imitate natural light!



  

Be HONEST! Honesty speaks better to viewers!
What is your motivation? 
Are you excited about what you are filming? If not, it shows!


